Update of the State of the Art in Relevant Technology Sectors – May 2018
Executive Summary
The results of the latest searches of the patent databases reinforce the conclusions from the 1st Iteration
of Network Patent Analysis [NPA] – Deliverable D6.5 and from the NPAs carried out before and after the
Mid-Term Review meeting, namely that:
✓ prior art likely precludes the protection of the COBIOPHAD system per se;
✓ it should be possible to protect some of the individual components of the system by patent, if
desired;
✓ it is possible to protect all of the components of the system through maintaining confidentiality of
the data relating to their development, testing and final operational specification;
✓ the partners currently enjoy complete Freedom to Operate [FTO] with the foreground intellectual
property [FGIP] that they aim to develop in the COBIOPHAD project;
✓ nevertheless, it will be important to maintain a watching brief on developments of the companies
(listed in Section 1.3 of this document) – especially Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd [KR] and Biosurfit
SA [PT] who continue to develop their own disk-based sample analysers.
Caveats
1. As yet the specifications of the COBIOPHAD system and its components are not finalized. A certain
conclusion cannot therefore be reached concerning the status of the relevant FGIP.
2. Staff of EUREXPLOIT Ltd. are NOT qualified European Patent Attorneys [EPAs] and cannot
therefore provide advice on the legal status of the FGIP when it is finally specified. The partners
will therefore have to consult EPAs to carry out their own definitive searches for that purpose.

Update of the State of the Art in Relevant Technology Sectors – May 2018
The results of the State of the Art [SotA] analysis carried out in the COBIOPHAD 1st Iteration Network
Patent Analysis [NPA] were recorded in Section 5 of the NPA report (D6.5).
The results of the State of the Art analysis carried out for the Mid-Term Review were recorded in Section
5 of the Mid-Term Review Report – revised following comments from the Evaluators at the Mid-Term
Review.
Those results are updated below with commentary on the significant changes in the relevant technology
sectors that have taken place up until the end of May 2018. Freedom to Operate [FTO] and New
Competing Technologies analyses are also provided.

1.1 Update of the SotA for the project Extension Submission
1.1.1 Results of previous NPA analyses
The results from the SotA analyses carried out for the 1st Iteration NPA (D6.5) and for the Mid-Term Review
were presented in the same four sections that were used for analysis in the preparation of the
proposal/Grant Agreement i.e. Section 1.4. Outcome 1 through 1.4. Outcome 4, as listed in ANNEX 2 of
the D6.5 document and reproduced in the table below:
COBIOPHAD Section

Anticipated Outputs/Results/FGIP

1.4. Outcome 1

✓

A fully integrated disc drive device acting as a chemical analyzer

✓

Microfluidics centrifugal platforms as IVD consumables for the determination
of multi-targeted drug IgEs

✓

A method for the simultaneous determination of up to 10 drug allergies based
on detection of specific IgEs

✓

An evaluated IVD device for supporting personalized medicine of drug allergy
patients, integrating all previous outcomes

1.4. Outcome 2
1.4. Outcome 3
1.4. Outcome 4

In each section, the most relevant patents and application that we were able to discover were presented
in a table at the end of each section along with extracts, abstracts and comments as appropriate.
Note: each patent or application was given a unique COBIOPHAD NPA reference: CO-1, CO-2, CO-3,
etc., to be used throughout the project during discussions and for reports.

1.1.2 SotA update for the Extension Submission – methodology
In order to update the SotA regarding the existing Outcomes summary above for the Extension
Submission two means were used:
✓ first, the fee (progress) statuses1 of CO-1 to CO-30 were reviewed through USPTO Public Pair and
WIPO PatentScope databases;
✓ secondly, new searches were carried out for each COBIOPHAD monthly report since the Mid-Term
Review using Google and FreshPatent keyword alerts
The revised fee status is provided in blue in the second column of each of the following tables.
Results of the new searches are listed in Results Table 6 below, along with subsequent brief
commentaries. All results are summarised in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, also below.

1

Note that the fee (progress) statuses indicate whether a patent or patent application is still being maintained i.e.
whether the disclosed technology continues to be protected or now forms part of the unprotected prior art.

1.1.3 Results of the 1st Iteration NPA (D6.5) analysis
Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 1 – Section 1.4. Outcome 1
Report Ref.

Patent #

Title

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Publication date
Fee status
CO-1

US5892577
[US6256088
US6339473
US6476907
US7110094]
University of
Glasgow
6th Apr 1999
Lapsed

Apparatus and method for carrying out analysis of
samples
A system and method for conducting an optical inspection of a
biological, chemical, or biochemical sample supported by an
optical transparent disc. The disc is mounted for rotation about
its central axis whilst a light source and detector are mounted
on an arm for rotation in an arc crossing the surface of the disc.
The source is arranged above the disc and the detector below
the disc with the optical axes of the two being aligned so that
the entire usable surface of the disc can be scanned by the
light source and detector. The disc is provided with a
calibration marking which interrupts the passage of the light
beam when the beam passes over it, thus allowing the scan to
be aligned relative to the disc. The optical properties of the
sample supported on the substrate can be automatically and
rapidly inspected by analyzing the output of the light detector.

Figure(s)

CO-2

US6030581

Laboratory in a disk

Burstein
Laboratories Inc.

An apparatus is described that includes an optical disk,
adapted to be read by an optical reader, comprising a first
sector having substantially self-contained assay means for
localizing an analyte suspected of being in a sample to at least
one, predetermined location in the first sector and a second
sector containing control means for conducting the assay and
analyte location information, with respect to one or more
analytes suspected of being in a sample, accessible to the
reader, wherein the presence or absence of the analyte at said
location is determinable by the reader using the control means
and the location information. Depending on the nature of the
assay, the disk will include fluid storage means, fluid transfer
means, such as one or more capillary ducts, valves, batteries,
dialyzers, columns, filters, sources of electric fields, wires or
other electrical conductive means such as metallic surface
deposits and the like.

29th Feb 2000
Lapsed

CO-3

US6888951
[US7664289]
Nagaoka & Co.
Ltd
Burstein
Technologies Inc.
3rd May 2005
Paid
Lapsed

Methods and apparatus for analyzing operational and
analyte data acquired from optical disc
Methods and apparatus for analyzing nonoperational data
acquired from optical discs, and in particular, trackable optical
discs having concurrently readable nonoperational structures
are provided. Analysis can involve identifying patterns in the
data that reproducibly distinguish underlying structures, or
identifying patterns in the data that report physical properties
of the nonoperational structures. When an optical disc has a
plurality of physically nonidentical concurrently readable
nonoperational structures, analysis can involve identifying
patterns in the data that distinguish among the physically
nonidentical nonoperational structures. Also, relative physical
locations of nonoperational structures on the disc can be
calculated. A system for remotely analyzing data in order to
expedite complex data analysis and reporting the results
thereof is also provided.

CO-4

US7079468

Optical discs for measuring analytes

[US7366063

This invention directs to an optical disc assembly configured to
receive an analyte which can be detected by a standard optical
disc reader or an optical disc reader modified therefrom. The
optical disc assembly may preferably be designed so that the
optical disc reader can track the disc and detect the analyte
concurrently and discriminably. The optical disc assembly
contains or encodes optically readable features which are
trackable by the optical disc reader and which have encoded
speed information enabling the optical disc reader to rotate the
optical disc assembly at a determinable speed. The optical disc
assembly also includes an analyte section capable of receiving
the analyte that can be detected by the optical disc reader.

US7599275
US7889615]
Burstein
Technologies Inc.
Nagaoka & Co.
Ltd
18th Jul 2006
Lapsed

CO-5

US7087203
Nagaoka & Co.
Ltd
Burstein
Technologies Inc.
8th Aug 2006
Lapsed

Methods and apparatus for blood typing with optical biodisc
This invention relates to clinical diagnostic assays and related
optical bio-discs and a disc-reading apparatus. The invention
is directed to a method for determining the blood cell type of
an individual.

CO-6

US7428200
Burstein
Technologies Inc.
Vindur
Technologies Inc.
23rd Sep 2008
Paid
Lapsed

CO-7

US8226826
National Taiwan
University
24th Jul 2012
Paid

Method for triggering through disc grooves and related
optical analysis discs and system
An optical analysis disc includes grooves defining
corresponding laser-readable tracks and trigger marks that
identify respective target regions on the disc. The trigger marks
are implemented as a radial interruption of the grooves to
thereby produce an increased reflection of a laser beam. There
is also provided an optical analysis disc system including a
trigger mechanism having a trigger detector adapted to detect
interruptions in grooves of an optical analysis disc. A related
method for triggering through interrupted grooves of an optical
analysis disc includes detecting interruption in the grooves,
generating an electrical reflection signal corresponding to the
interruptions detected, and elaborating said reflection signal,
so that to generate a trigger signal.
Compact
disk-based
system
for
separating
immunomagnetic bead labeled particulates and method
thereof
Disclosed is a disk-based system for separating at least two
types of particulates contained in a sample fluid. The system
includes a disk-like carrier board and a magnetic attraction
unit. The disk-like carrier board forms at least one flow channel
structure, which includes an inner reservoir, at least one
separation chamber, and at least one outer reservoir arranged
in sequence from a geometric center of the disk-like carrier
board to an outer circumferential rim of the disk-like carrier
board. A method of separation carried out with the system
includes introducing the sample fluid into the inner reservoir
and then rotating the disk-like carrier board to induce a
centrifugal force. The sample fluid contains particulates that
are labeled with immunomagnetic beads and the labeled
particulates are attracted by the magnetic force generated by
the magnetic attraction unit to retain in the inner reservoir or
the separation chamber. Particulates not labeled with the
immunomagnetic beads and contained in the sample fluid
move with the sample fluid to the outer reservoir.

CO-8

US8456127
Samsung
Electronics Co.
Ltd
4th Jun 2013
Paid

CO-9

Method of obtaining image of disc and apparatus for
driving disc
Provided is a method of obtaining an image of a disc, in which
the method obtains an image of an analysis or test result object
of a disc by minimizing a difference between the positionings
of a magnet of the disc and a magnet of a feeding unit, and an
apparatus for driving a disc, wherein the apparatus performs
the method. The method includes: fixing a positioning of a disc
by using magnetic attraction between a first magnet installed
on the disc and a second magnet installed on a feeding unit;
minimizing a difference between the positionings of the first
and second magnets; and obtaining an image of an analysis
or test result object of the disc.

US8609434

Bio-disc reading apparatus and assay method using same

Samsung
Electronics Co.
Ltd

Provided is a bio-disc reading apparatus for reading
information including product authentication of a bio-disc and
assay site of a bio-disc, and an assay method using same.

17th Dec 2013
Paid

(Barcoded disc system)

CO-10

US9013704

Surface plasmon resonance detection system

Biosurfit SA

A system for detecting the presence of an analyte in a moving
substrate or sample handling device is disclosed, providing
means (26,30) for integrated triggering of data acquisition with
a detector means (28) and data acquisition with a detector
means (28). In particular, a surface Plasmon resonance “lab
on disk” reader system is disclosed.

21st Apr 2015
Paid

CO-11

US8916096

Automatic Analyzer

[US9274133

According to an embodiment of the disclosure, the analyzer
includes a reagent driving disk that accommodates a reagent
configured for analysis and that transports the reagent to a
desired position, and a fixed disk that has a reagent stand-by
position in which to make a reagent container containing the
reagent, temporarily stand by, and a magnetic particles stirring
position for stirring magnetic particles. A portion of the reagent
stand-by position is constituted by a loading system. A reagent
container moving unit moves reagent containers containing the
reagent, between the reagent driving unit and the fixed disk,
according to analytical request status. Providing in a part of the
fixed disk the loading system constructed so that reagent
containers containing the reagent can be mounted therein
during operation enables changing of reagent containers,
irrespective of an operational status of the reagent driving disk,
and the system to having cold-storage functionality.

US20160124008 –
now US9915672]
Roche
Diagnostics
Operations Inc.
Hitachi High
Technologies
Corp.
1st Mar 2016
Paid

Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 2 – Section 1.4. Outcome 2
Report Ref.

Patent #

Title

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Publication date
Fee status
CO-12

US5858195
[US6001229
US6010607/8
US6033546
US6342142
US6475363]
Lockheed Martin
Energy Research
Corp.
Jan 12 1999
Paid

Apparatus and method for performing microfluidic
manipulations for chemical analysis and synthesis
A microchip laboratory system and method provide fluid
manipulations for a variety of applications, including sample
injection for microchip chemical separations. The microchip is
fabricated using standard photolithographic procedures and
chemical wet etching, with the substrate and cover plate joined
using direct bonding. Capillary electrophoresis and
electrochromatography are performed in channels formed in
the substrate. Analytes are loaded into a four-way intersection
of channels by electrokinetically pumping the analyte through
the intersection, followed by switching of the potentials to force
an analyte plug into the separation channel.

Figure(s)

CO-13

US6063589
[US6302134
US6399361
US6548788
US6719682]
Gamera
Bioscience
Corporation
[Tecan Trading
AG thereafter]
16th May 2000
Lapsed

CO-14

Devices and methods for using centripetal acceleration to
drive fluid movement on a microfluidics system
This invention provides methods and apparatus for performing
microanalytic and micro-synthetic analyses and procedures.
Specifically, the invention provides a microsystem platform for
use with a micromanipulation device to manipulate the
platform by rotation, thereby utilizing the centripetal force
resulting from rotation of the platform to motivate fluid
movement through micro-channels embedded in the microplatform. The microsystem platforms of the invention are also
provided having microfluidics components, resistive heating
elements, temperature sensing elements, mixing structures,
capillary and sacrificial valves, and methods for using these
microsystems platforms for performing biological, enzymatic,
immunological and chemical assays. An electronic spindle
designed rotor capable of transferring electrical signals to and
from the microsystem platforms of the invention is also
provided.

US6527432

Bidirectional flow centrifugal microfluidic devices

[US6818435]

This invention relates to methods and apparatus for performing
microanalytic and micro-synthetic analyses and procedures.
The invention particularly provides microsystem platforms for
achieving efficient mixing of one or a plurality of fluids on the
surface of the platform when fluid flow is motivated by
centripetal force produce by rotation.

Tecan Trading AG
4th Mar 2003
Paid
[Lapsed]

CO-15

US7776267
[EP1897617]
Samsung
Electronics Co.
Ltd
17th Aug 2010
Paid

CO-16

Centrifugal force-based microfluidic device for protein
detection and microfluidic system including the same
A centrifugal force-based microfluidic device for the detection
of a target biomolecule and a microfluidic system including the
same are provided. The device includes a body of revolution;
a microfluidic structure disposed in the body of revolution
including chambers, channels connecting the chambers, and
valves disposed in the channels to control fluid flow, the
microfluidic structures transmitting fluid using centrifugal force
due to rotation of the body of revolution; and beads disposed
in the microfluidic structures, the beads having capture probes
on the surfaces thereof which are selectively bonded with
target protein; and a detection probe disposed in the
microfluidic structures and selectively bonded to the target
protein, and which includes a material required to express an
optical signal, wherein the microfluidic structure mixes the
beads, biological samples, and the detection probe to react
and washes and separates the beads after the reaction.

US7935318

Microfluidic centrifugation systems

Hewlett Packard
Development Co.
L.P.

A microfluidic device comprises a microfluidic coupon and a
fluid reservoir associated with the microfluidic coupon. The
fluid reservoir has a vented configuration and a non-vented
configuration and is configured to contain a liquid to be
centrifugated. An opening is formed in the fluid reservoir. When
the microfluidic coupon is rotated at a target rotational velocity:
the opening is open to flow of the liquid when the fluid reservoir
is in the vented configuration; and the opening is closed to flow
of the liquid when the fluid reservoir is in the non-vented
configuration.

3rd May 2011
Paid

CO-17

US8327726

Microfluidic device

[EP2165764]

A microfluidic device includes a sample chamber
accommodating a sample, a first sample distribution unit
connected to the sample chamber and receiving the sample, a
sample transfer unit connected to the first sample distribution
unit and forming a path for transferring the sample, and
including a first connection unit connected to the first sample
distribution unit and a second connection unit, wherein the
distance from the center of rotation to the second connection
unit is greater than the distance from the center of rotation to
the first connection unit, a second sample distribution unit
connected to the second connection unit and receiving the
sample transferred via the sample transfer unit after filling the
first sample distribution unit, and first and second analysis units
respectively connected to the first and second sample
distribution units and analyzing ingredients of the sample.

Samsung
Electronics Co.
Ltd
11th Dec 2012
Paid

CO-18

US8524169

Disk-based fluid sample collection device

[US8802028]

A fluid sample collection device for a disk-based fluid
separation system is disclosed. The disk-based separation
system includes a compact microfluidic disk with at least one
flow channel pattern formed on a side surface of the disk. At
least one orifice is formed on an outflow boundary of the disk
and is designed in fluid communication with the flow channel
pattern through a communication channel. The fluid sample
collection device includes at least one collection tube having
an open end serving as a fluid receiving end and
corresponding to the orifice of the disk. When the disk is
rotated, at least a portion of fluid sample in a sample
processing reservoir formed on the disk is delivered by
centripetal force through the communication channel and the
orifice, and finally the expelling fluid sample is collected in the
collection tube.

Taiwan National
University
3rd Sep 2013
Paid

Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 3 – Section 1.4. Outcome 3
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Patent #

Title

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Publication date
Fee status
CO-19

US6528325
[US6824975]
Dexall Biomedical
Labs Inc.
4th Mar 2003
Paid

Method for the visual detection of specific antibodies in
human serum by the use of lateral flow assays
This invention discloses a method and composition for
detecting the presence of class specific antibodies reactive
with analytes such as bacteria, allergens, autoimmune
antigens, viral proteins, and carbohydrates by lateral flow
techniques. In one embodiment of the invention, a test sample
obtained from bodily fluids reacts with a gold labeled antigen.
The resulting complex travels across the membrane, and
along the lateral flow strip. Red colored lines formed in specific
locations along the test strip indicate the presence of class
specific antibodies in the test specimen. In another
embodiment of the invention, the lateral flow assay serves as
an immunochromatographic screening test for the detection of
allergen-specific IgE antibodies in human serum. Test sample
reacts with gold labeled anti-IgE antibody. The resulting
complex travels across the membrane where immobilized
allergens capture the allergen specific IgE complex. Colored
lines are formed in the test areas to indicate the presence of
allergen-specific IgE antibodies.

Figure(s)

CO-20

US7629127
Dexall Biomedical
Labs Inc.
8th Dec 2009
Paid

CO-21

Method for the visual detection of specific antibodies by
the use of lateral flow assays
This disclosure teaches a method and composition for
detecting the presence of class specific antibodies reactive
with analytes such as bacteria, allergens, autoimmune
antigens, viral proteins, haptens, and carbohydrates by lateral
flow techniques. In one embodiment of the disclosure, a test
sample is added to the test strip, which then migrates to the
site of the immobilized allergens, thereby forming a first
antibody IgE-allergen complex. A chase release buffer is
added upstream to or from the site of the labeled anti-IgE
antibodies, which is itself upstream from the sample site. The
anti-IgE antibodies migrate downstream to the site of
immobilized first complex, thereby forming a second complex
indicating the presence of class specific IgE antibodies in the
test specimen. In another embodiment of the disclosure, a
liquid form of the labeled anti-IgE antibodies can be added to
the test strip after the first complex has been formed.

US8034632

Homogeneous immunoassays for multiple allergens

Immunetech Inc.

A homogeneous immunoassay method and system for
quantitative determination of total immunoglobulin E and
specific antibody levels to a plurality of allergens, in which a
relatively small sampling of blood is required. The method
utilizes relatively small microparticles in aqueous suspension.
The immunoassay procedure is an immunometric sandwich
procedure preferably utilizing biotin-streptavidin signal
amplification techniques and R-phycoerythrin fluorescent
labels.

11th Oct 2011
Paid

CO-22

US20130203182

Method for decision support in allergy diagnosis

Phadia Ab

A method of providing a clinical decision support in allergy
diagnosis comprises the steps of: a) providing a body fluid
sample from a patient, b) selecting a plurality of allergens to be
tested for in the sample, c) determining for each allergen the
concentration in the sample of at least one immunoglobulin
directed against the allergen, d) transforming each determined
immunoglobulin concentration to a clinical effect value on a
normalized scale common to allergens in general, e) assigning
to each allergen tested for, based on known cross-reactivity
information for the allergen, an allergen specificity value,
representing the degree of cross-reactivity for the allergen, and
f) presenting determined clinical effect and allergen specificity
values for each allergen, or a group or groups of the allergens.
A computer-implemented method, a computer program
product, and a patient information carrier device containing a
diagnosis result are also disclosed.

8th Aug 2013
Lapsed

CO-23

WO2015027154
Regeneron
Pharmaceuticals
Inc.
26th Feb 2015
Initially rejected –
LoN, LoIS

CO-24

CN103995116B
BIOSINO BIOTECHNOLOGY
AND SCIENCE
INC.
13th Jan 2016

Diagnostic tests and methods for assessing safety,
efficacy or outcome of allergen-specific immunotherapy
(SIT)
The present invention provides in vitro and in vivo diagnostic
tests and methods for determining the safety, efficacy, or
outcome of allergen-specific immunotherapy (SIT) in a patient.
The present invention also provides for the measurement of
allergen specific IgG and IgE in a patient tissue sample, or
extract thereof, or in a biological fluid or blood sample, and
determining whether the allergen-specific immunoglobulins
contained in the patient sample(s), upon injection into an
allergen-sensitized animal, will protect the animal following
challenge with the allergen. The invention also provides
methods for determining whether a patient suffering from an
allergy is responsive to therapy with one or more therapeutic
antibodies specific for the allergen.
Test strip and its preparation method for specifically
cephalosporins allergen IGE screening
The invention provides a test strip for screening specific
cephalosporin antibiotic allergen IgE (Immunoglobulin E). The
test strip is coated by a cephalosporin antibiotic antigen
labeled by colloidal gold. The colloidal gold labelling
technology is utilized in the invention; the specific

None available

CO-25

N/A – presumed
paid

cephalosporin antibiotic allergen is labelled by using colloidal
cold for the first time; then, the labelled allergen is uniformly
sprayed on a cellulose acetate membrane or a nitrocellulose
membrane, therefore, the test strip is prepared for detecting
allergens; the test strip disclosed by the invention is simple and
convenient to operate, accurate in result and low in cost; and
a number of free tests can be realized.

WO2016058237

Method for purification and preparation of allergen
positive serum

HOB BIOTECH
GROUP SUZHOU
CO LTD
21st Apr 2016
Initially rejected –
LoIS

Disclosed is a method for purification and preparation of an
allergen positive serum…The particular method for purification
is as follows: carrying out affinity purification on the antiserum
to obtain an IgG antibody; coupling the IgG antibody and
human IgE Fc in a mass ratio of 1 : 1-2, separating and
purifying to obtain a concentrated IgG-IgE Fc coupler solution,
and diluting the concentrated solution to a concentration of 0.51 μg/mL to obtain the positive serum. The method can be used
for batch preparing positive serums of various allergens, which
can be used for positive quality control in the process of
preparing the detection kit…

Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 4 – Section 1.4. Outcome 4
Report Ref.

Patent #

Title

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Publication date
Fee Status
None discovered

Figure(s)

1.1.4 Results of the Mid-Term Review NPA analysis
Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 5 – Section 1.4. Update of SotA following Mid-Term Review
Report Ref.

Patent #

Title

Figure(s)

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Publication date
Fee Status
CO-26

US9279818

Bio drive apparatus and assay method using same

Samsung
Electronics Co
Ltd [KR]

A non-optical bio-disc, a bio-disc device including the nonoptical bio-disc and/or optical disc, a bio-driver apparatus in
which a controller disc including a controller for the bio-disc is
installed, and an assay method using the same, which are
suitable for labs-on-a-chips for various diagnostic assays,
nucleic acid hybridization assays, and immunoassays, are
provided. The bio-driver apparatus is compatible with general
optical discs, including audio, CD-ROMs, DVD players, etc.
Thus, the bio-driver apparatus and the assay method offer an
economical and convenient alternative to existing products. In
addition, the bio-driver apparatus can be readily and easily
applied in connection with a computer for remote diagnosis via
the internet.

8th Mar 2016
Paid

(Patent relating to drive mechanism for system disclosed in
CO-9)
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CO-27

US9289765
Samsung
Electronics Co
Ltd [KR]
22nd Mar 2016
Paid

Micro-fluidic device and sample testing apparatus using
the same
A microfluidic device having a delay structure and a sample
testing apparatus including the microfluidic device are
provided. The microfluidic device includes: a reaction chamber
which contains a reagent capable of reacting with a sample; a
distribution channel through which the sample is provided to
the reaction chamber; an inlet channel through which the at
least one reaction chamber is connected with the distribution
channel; and a delay structure which is located between the at
least one reaction chamber and the distribution channel, and
delays movement of contents of the reaction chamber to the
distribution channel.

(See also CO-9, CO-17, CO-26)

CO-28

US9410942
Samsung
Electronics Co
Ltd [KR]
9th Aug 2016
Paid

Test apparatus with detector that rotates in alignment with
microfluidic device and control method thereof
A test apparatus in which detectors and objects to be detected
are rotated at the same speed, and a control method thereof
are provided. The test apparatus includes a rotation driving unit
that includes a rotary shaft; a microfluidic device that is loaded
on the rotary shaft and includes at least one object to be
detected; a rotating member that is mounted on the rotary shaft
and includes at least one detector to detect the objects of the
microfluidic device; and a controller configured to operate the
rotation driving unit such that the microfluidic device and the
rotating member are rotated at the same speed on the rotary
shaft.

CO-29

US9482680
Samsung
Electronics Co
Ltd [KR]
1st Nov 2016
Paid

Test platform, test apparatus and control method thereof

A test platform is provided for testing a detection module of a
test apparatus to determine whether correction is needed or
for quality control of the test apparatus. The test platform
includes a body, and at least one reference material which is
formed on the body and on which at least one color is printed.

(Means for QC of the barcoded lab-in-a-disk type assay
system disclosed in CO-9)

CO-30

US9696329

Automatic analyzer

Hitachi HighTechnologies
Corporation [JP]

A high-throughput automatic analyzer integrates a biochemical
analysis section and a blood coagulation analysis section. The
analyzer is capable of achieving a reduction in size, system
cost, and lifecycle cost. The automatic analyzer includes: a
reaction disk; a first reagent dispensing mechanism that
dispenses a reagent to reaction cells on the reaction disk; a
photometer that irradiates a reaction solution in the reaction
cell with light; a reaction cell cleaning mechanism; a reaction
vessel supply unit that supplies a disposable reaction vessel
for mixing and reacting a sample and a reagent with each
other; a second reagent dispensing mechanism that dispenses
a reagent to the disposable reaction vessel; a blood
coagulation time measuring section that irradiates a reaction
solution in the disposable reaction vessel with light to detect
transmitted or scattered light; and a sample dispensing
mechanism that dispenses a sample to the reaction cell and
the disposable reaction vessel.

4th Jul 2017
Paid

1.1.5 Results of the Extension Submission NPA analysis
NPA searches were carried out each month since the Mid-Term Review. From these searches a number of patents/patent applications were identified as
being relevant to the technologies being developed in the COBIOPHAD project. These were presented in the Monthly Report.
Each patent/application was assigned a reference e.g. CO121701 in the table below is the first application presented in the December 2017 Monthly Report.

Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 6 – Section 1.4. Update of SotA for the Extension Submission
Report Ref.

Patent #

Title

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Publication date
Fee Status
CO121701

US20170216841
Cambsolv Ltd
[GB]
3rd Aug 2017
Not yet examined

Modular microfluidic device

Figure(s)

CO121702

US20170350809

Integrated optofluidic system using microspheres

UNIV Cornell
[US]
7th Dec 2017
Not yet examined

CO-021802

US20180029032
H-P Dev Company
L P [US]
st

1 Feb 2018
Not yet examined

An integrated optofluidic system for trapping and transporting
particles for analysis is provided comprising a planar substrate;
a microfluidic channel; and a waveguide integrated with the
channel. A microsphere particle in the integrated optofluidic
system can act as a cavity, allowing light to circulate many
thousands of times around the circumference of the
microsphere. Optical trapping and transport is used for
nanoscale positioning to excite the microsphere resonances.
Sensitive measurements on molecules can be accomplished
by monitoring changes in whispering gallery modes (WGMs)
that propagate around the circumference of the microsphere.
By using a broadband or supercontinuum light source, a
microsphere can be trapped and many WGM resonances can
be excited through the visible and near-infrared wavelengths
simultaneously. After the resonances are measured using the
waveguide transmission, the microsphere can be freed by
decreasing the optical power and the process repeated with a
different microsphere.
Microfluidic transport
A device for microfluidic transport includes a first fluid
reservoir, a second fluid reservoir spaced from the first fluid
reservoir, a main fluid channel communicated with the first fluid
reservoir and the second fluid reservoir, an auxiliary fluid
channel communicated with the main fluid channel, and a fluid
actuator within the auxiliary fluid channel asymmetric to the
main fluid channel such that operation of the fluidic actuator is
to induce fluid flow in the main fluid channel from the first
reservoir toward the second reservoir.

CO-031801

US20180078936
MIT [US]
22nd Mar 2018
Not yet examined

CO-031802

Systems, devices and methods for microfluidics using
modular blocks
The present disclosure is directed to the creation and/or
manipulation of microfluidic systems and methods that can be
formed in pre-existing modular blocks. Microfluidic paths can
be formed in one or more blocks, and when multiple blocks are
used, the blocks can be used together to form a path across
the blocks. The paths can be sealed to prevent fluid leakage.
The modular blocks can be readily available blocks which can
then be individually customized to achieve various microfluidic
design goals. The paths can be formed in outer surfaces of the
blocks and/or disposed through a volume of the blocks. The
modular blocks can have a uniform design across various
block types, making it easy to reconfigure systems and/or
remove and replace blocks and other components of the
system. Methods for constructing such systems, and using
such systems, are also provided.

US20180078938

Fluid mixing and delivery in microfluidic systems

OPKO
Diagnostics LLC
[US]

The specification generally discloses systems and methods for
mixing and delivering fluids in microfluidic systems. The fluids
can contain, in some embodiments reagents that can
participate in one or more chemical or biological reactions.
Some embodiments relate to systems and methods employing
one or more vent valves to controllably flow and/or mix portions
of fluid within the microfluidic system. Advantageously, fluid
control such as a sequence of fluid flow and/or a change in
flow rate, can be achieved by opening and closing one or more
vent valves and by applying a single source of fluid flow (e.g.,
a vacuum) operated at a substantially constant pressure. This
can simplify the operation and use of the device by an intended
user.

22nd Mar 2018

CO-031803

US20180080020
Raindance Tech
Inc [US]
22nd Mar 2018
Not yet examined

CO-041801

US20180085755
IBM Corp [US]
29th Mar 2018
Not yet examined

Microfluidic devices and methods of use in the formation
and control of nanoreactors
The present invention provides novel microfluidic devices and
methods that are useful for performing high-throughput
screening assays and combinatorial chemistry. The invention
provides for aqueous based emulsions containing uniquely
labeled cells, enzymes, nucleic acids, etc., wherein the
emulsions further comprise primers, labels, probes, and other
reactants. An oil-based carrier-fluid envelopes the emulsion
library on a microfluidic device, such that a continuous channel
provides for flow of the immiscible fluids, to accomplish
pooling, coalescing, mixing, sorting, detection, etc., of the
emulsion library.

Reconfigurable microfluidic device and
manufacturing the same

method of

CO-041802

US2018008022

Optical detector for a particle sorting system

CYTONOME/ST
LLC [US]
29th Mar 2018
Not yet examined

CO-051801

EP3275549 (A4)
Samsung
Electronics Co.
Ltd [KR]
31st Jan 2018
Amended 250518

Microfluidic device
comprising same

and

sample

analysis

device

A microfluidic device may include: a body including a chamber
in which a sample is received, the body being rotatable so that
the sample received in the chamber is moved due to a
centrifugal force; an insertion part arranged at a center of
rotation of the body and including at least a part that is
recessed so that a driver for rotating the body is coupled to the
insertion part; and a sample injection part including at least a
part that extends from the insertion part toward the chamber to
be inclined with respect to a rotational axis of the body, the
sample injection part allowing a part of a sample injection
instrument for injecting the sample into the chamber to be
inserted into the sample injection part.

CO-051802

WO2018065208

Detection Chamber

[US9909975 (B1)]

A device for handling liquid is disclosed. The device is configured
for rotation about an axis of rotation to drive liquid flow within the
device. The device comprises a detection chamber with a first end
and a second end, the second end being opposed to the first end. The
device further comprises two optical features, for example two
reflective surfaces or diffractive surfaces with or without additional
surfaces in between, defining an optical path through the detection
chamber, from one of the first and second ends of the detection
chamber to the other of the first and second ends of the detection
chamber. The detection chamber comprises a first liquid inlet
disposed at the first end of the detection chamber on a first side of
the optical path, a first liquid outlet disposed at the second end of the
detection chamber on the first side of the optical path and a second
liquid outlet disposed at the second end of the detection chamber on
a second side of the optical path. The first side of the optical path is
radially outwards of the second side of the optical path.

Biosurfit SA [PT]
12th Apr 2018
Not yet examined

CO-051803

WO2018065209

Device and method for handling liquid

[US20180099274]

A liquid handling device having an axis of rotation about which
the device can be rotated to drive liquid flow in the device is
provided. The device comprises an upstream chamber
comprising an outlet, a downstream chamber comprising a
proximal portion radially inwards of a distal portion and
comprising a first port disposed in the distal portion and a first
conduit which connects the outlet of the upstream chamber to
the first port of the downstream chamber. The first conduit
extends radially inwards to a crest and radially outwards from
the crest to the first port of the downstream chamber. A
distance between the axis of rotation and the crest is greater
than or equal to a distance between the axis of rotation and the
outlet of the upstream chamber.

Biosurfit SA [PT]
12th Apr 2018
Not yet examined

CO-051804

US20180017483

Binding assay signal analysis

Biosurfit SA [PT]

Methods for determining a sample concentration of target
entities in a sample, for example, determining a concentration
of target antigens or antibodies in a blood sample or other
biological sample.

18th Jan 2018
Non-final action
mailed

CO-051805

US20170354970

Liquid flow control

Biosurfit SA [PT]

A liquid handling device having an axis of rotation about which
the device can be rotated to drive liquid flow. The device
includes a vented upstream chamber having an outlet port and
an unvented chamber including an inlet port to receive liquid
from the outlet port of the upstream chamber and an outlet port
radially outward the inlet port. The device further includes a
vented downstream chamber having an inlet port to receive
liquid from the outlet port of the unvented chamber. A
downstream conduit connects the outlet port of the unvented
chamber to the inlet port of the downstream chamber and
includes a bend radially inward of the outlet port of the
unvented chamber. An upstream conduit connects the outlet
port of the upstream chamber to the inlet port of the unvented
chamber.

14th Dec 2017

1.1.6 SotA update results
Fee status results
ANNEX 4 of the 1st Iteration NPA Report (D6.5 document) listed two large portfolios of patents and patent
applications – the Burstein and Vindur portfolios – that were highly relevant to the current COBIOPHAD
developments. At the time of submission of D6.5, in June 2016, it was unclear what the fate of these
portfolios would be or, indeed, who owned them at the time. Since that time all the patents and applications
in both portfolios have been allowed to lapse e.g. CO-2 and CO-4.
Other parties have also allowed patents/applications to lapse e.g. Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (CO-8),
and Tecan Trading AG (CO-1, and the latest version of CO-14).
The only change in patent/patent application status that has been discovered since the Mid-Term Review
is to CO-25 which has been reviewed by the WIPO examiner in the meantime and found to be lacking any
inventive step.
Results of new searches
Each of the first eight patent applications listed in Table 6 discloses a variation on the means of assembling
and/or operating a microfluidic system. They were presented in the Monthly Reports to the partners for
information purposes. None of them appears to disclose a system anything like that proposed for the
COBIOPHAD disk.
However, the ninth application listed in Table 6 (CO-051801) discloses means for injecting a sample into
Samsung’s disk-based analysis system – illustrating that they continue to develop their own disk-based
system (described in Section 1.2.2 below). Likewise, the last four applications listed in Table 6 are made
by Biosurfit SA and disclose very recent developments in their proprietary disk-based sample analysis
system.
The results of the SotA update are further analysed in the following section.

1.2 FTO with the COBIOPHAD project FGIP
1.2.1 FTO summary from 1st Iteration NPA (D6.5)
Below is the text of the Freedom to Operate [FTO] summary from the 1 st Iteration NPA (D6.5 document)
presented in TNR font to distinguish it from the text of the current report:

“An overview of the analysis of the anticipated Outcomes 1-4 of the COBIOPHAD project indicated the
following:
✓ the use of bio-disc technology for the detection and quantitation of analytes had been protected since
at least 1999;
✓ the use of centripetal microfluidics in the detection and quantitation of analytes had been protected
for just as long, if not longer;
✓ multiplexed allergen assays using specific immunoglobulin classes were well-documented, if poorly
protected;
✓ there did not seem to be any IVD device that incorporated all three of the technical Outcomes
anticipated in the COBIOPHAD Grant Agreement.
As regarded FTO in this sector, it seemed that the partners would have to pay particular attention to the
patents and patent applications that constitute the portfolios held by Burstein Technologies Inc and Vindur
Technologies Inc (see ANNEX 4 of the D6.5 document for details of those that were still extant and those
that had been abandoned by each company).

Upon investigation, it seemed that the principal inventor for Burstein Technologies Inc, Jorma Virtanen,
fell out with the principals at Burstein sometime around 2008-2009. The fall-out appeared to have been
over the transfer of his IP portfolio from Burstein to Vindur which was botched by the former’s acting
attorney. A company called Vindur Technologies existed in Norway but was apparently inactive suggesting
that they may not have been any longer in a position to defend any of their existing patents2.”
1.2.2 Summary of FTO from the update following the Mid-Term Review
As above, the text concerning the results of the NPA for the Mid-Term Review are presented in TNR font
to distinguish it from the text of the current report:

“Good news for the project partners is that the broad range of lab-in-a-disk technologies represented in the
Burstein and Vindur portfolios now lie unprotected in the public domain – enabling the COBIOPHAD
beneficiaries to incorporate those technologies into their IVD ad libitum. However, it is worth remembering
that all of the technologies can now also be used by the consortium’s competitors as they see fit.
Further good news is that Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd appear to have decided on specific technologies for
their lab-in-a-disk system – represented in this report by CO-9, CO-17, and CO-26 through CO-29 –
having dropped patents and applications for alternative technologies, such as CO-8. This system, does not
appear to be infringed by any of the current developments in the COBIOPHAD project but it will
still be essential to continually monitor Samsung’s outputs to confirm these apparent limitations in
scope of their developments.
It seems, therefore, that the bulleted conclusions from D6.5 reproduced above remain valid at the time of
this review.”
1.2.3 Summary of FTO following the present update
There has been no new patent application discovered that discloses any system or system
component that would appear to be infringed by the FGIP that it is anticipated will be developed in
the COBIOPHAD project. Therefore, the conclusions from the 1st Iteration NPA and that carried out
following the Mid-Term Review (presented above) remain valid.

1.3 Identifying new competing technologies
1.3.1 Summary from 1st Iteration NPA (D6.5)
Below is the text of the New competing technologies summary from the 1st Iteration NPA (D6.5 document)
presented in TNR font to distinguish it from the text of the current report:

“As far as we have been able to discover to date (early June 2016) there have been no novel, competing
technologies disclosed since the preparation of the COBIOPHAD proposal in 2015. The closest is disclosed
in the granted Chinese patent (ref. CO-24 above) which is the only one that we have discovered that is
focused on ‘specifically cephalosporins allergen IGE screening’. There is no evidence that protection
has been sought for this invention outside of China. In our opinion, if it were, any application would likely
fail on the basis of Lack of Novelty and Lack of Inventive Step3.

2

Staff of EurExploit Ltd are NOT registered European patent attorneys and it is therefore suggested that the
partners should take the advice of such if they wish to incorporate any of the IP protected by Burstein Technologies’
or Vindur Technologies’ patents in the proposed COBIOPHAD bio-disc IVD device.
3
Same comment applies to this granted Chinese patent – advice of qualified patent attorneys should be sought
before incorporating any of the technologies disclosed in CO-24 in the COBIOPHAD IVD device and/or attempting
to protect them.

Despite the foregoing statements and then fact that there has been a substantial decline in overall patenting
activity – as illustrated by the graphs and charts in ANNEX 4, there are still organisations active in the biodisc sector and it is recommended that a watching brief be established during the project for such companies
which include, but are not limited to:
✓ Samsung Electronics Co Ltd
✓ Biosurfit SA
✓ Tecan Trading AG (currently food allergy only)
✓ Biosino Bio-technology and Science Inc.”
1.3.2 Update of future competing technologies following the Mid-Term Review
Below is the text of the New competing technologies summary from the 1st Iteration NPA (D6.5 document)
presented in TNR font to distinguish it from the text of the current report:

“Taking into account the results of the update in the SotA and the new searches carried out, as reported in
Section 5.1 above, and analysed in terms of FTO in Section 5.2 above, we can conclude that no new
competing technologies currently threaten the exploitation of the COBIOPHAD project results.
Nevertheless, it will be necessary to continue to maintain a watching brief on technology developments
using, inter alia, the key word monitoring alerts already set up with FreshPatents and Google alerts…
Also, the following companies’ developments in the sector will continue to be closely monitored:
✓ Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd
✓ Tecan Trading AG
✓ Biosurfit SA
✓ Biosino Bio-technology and Science Inc.
✓ Hitachi High-Technologies Corp –
✓ National University of Taiwan
✓ Hewlett Packard Development Co. L.P.”
1.3.3 Update of future competing technologies
In Table 7 below are presented five applications for patents that disclose means of allergy testing, including
the isolation and quantitation of specific IgE molecules. None of these is specifically aimed at detecting
antibiotic allergies and none discloses the use of a bio-disk for purposes of implementing the assay.
Therefore, the conclusions from the 1st Iteration NPA and that carried out following the Mid-Term Review
(presented above) remain valid.

Relevant patents and applications
COBIOPHAD – Results Table 7 – Section 1.4. Update of Future Competing Technologies
Report Ref.

Patent #

Title

Assignee/Appl.

Extracts and/or comments

Figure(s)

Publication date
Fee Status
CO-011801

WO2017168506

Hitachi Chemical
Co Ltd
5th Oct 2017

Specific IgE inspection
inspection device

method

and

specific

IgE

This specific IgE inspection method has a step for causing a
specimen to come into contact with a plurality of items of
allergens that are each individually fixed to a single inspection
chip, a step for imaging the area of the inspection chip to which
the plurality of items of allergens have been fixed and optically
detecting reactions between the specimen and allergens, a
step for selecting items on which to carry out specific IgE
inspection from among the information for the plurality of items
of allergens subjected to optical detection, and a step for
carrying out specific IgE inspection on the selected items.

CO-011802

WO2017200167

Sangmyung Univ
Cheonan Council
for
Industry
Academic
Cooperation [KR]
23rd Nov 2017

CO-011803

US20170347938

Koninklijke
Philips NV [KR]
7th Dec 2017

Nanobiosensor for detecting allergies, manufacturing
method thereof, and detection system comprising same
Provided is a biosensor for detecting allergies, comprising: a
substrate; an electrode layer formed on one side of the upper
surface of the substrate; a single-walled carbon nanotube layer
formed on the other side of the upper surface of the substrate;
a linker layer formed on the single-walled carbon nanotube
layer; and an antibody fixed and coupled to the linker layer.
The nanobiosensor for detecting allergies, according to the
present invention, comprises 1-pyrenebutanoic acid
succinimidyl ester as a linker on a substrate on which singlewalled carbon nanotubes are coated, wherein the linker fixes
an antibody capable of capturing allergenic proteins such that
when an allergenic protein is captured by the antibody, a
change in resistance value occurs, thereby enabling allergenic
proteins to be detected with high sensitivity in a short period of
time by sensing the changed resistance value.
Method and apparatus for use in allergy testing
There is provided a method for use in determining whether a
subject is allergic to a substance. The method comprises:
receiving a first set of spatially distributed light intensity values
covering a skin region of the subject including a location at
which the substance has been applied; wherein the light
intensity values in the first set are intensities of visible light;
receiving a second set of spatially distributed light intensity
values covering the skin region, wherein the light intensity
values in the second set are intensities of infrared, IR, light;
generating a first spatial distribution of photoplethysmogram,
PPG, pulse amplitudes based on the first set of light intensity
values; generating a second spatial distribution of PPG pulse
amplitudes based on the second set of light intensity values;
comparing the first spatial distribution to the second spatial
distribution, and to the location at which the substance has
been applied; and outputting an indication of whether the
subject is experiencing an allergic reaction to the substance
based on the comparing.

CO-011804

US20180011108

Immunovent LLC
[US]

Methods for allergy diagnosis
Provided herein are improved methods for diagnosing allergy
in a subject using designed ankyrin repeat proteins
(“DARPins”), and kits for use in such methods. Also provided
herein are novel DARPins and methods of use thereof.

11th Jan 2018

CO-021803

US20180031549

Univ
Michigan
Regents [US]
1st Feb 2018

Systems and methods for performing immunoassays
Provided herein are systems and methods for assays. In
particular, provided herein are systems and methods for
performing high throughput immunoassays. Embodiments of
the present disclosure provide multiplex capable LSPR
immunoassays that meet a need for rapid (e.g., near real time),
accurate immunoassays (e.g. for use in bedside diagnostics).
The LSPR assays are as accurate as existing ELISA assays
but provide the advantage of increased speed and multiplex
capability. In addition, the LSPR immunoassays are able to
analyze small volumes of complex patient samples (e.g.,
serum).

END

